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The second round of talks 
began on Thursday in a 
luxury Vienna hotel. The 
United States, making a 
new diplomatic push in 
the Middle East under Joe 
Biden’s administration, is not 
present as Iran has declined 
face-to-face negotiation.

Iran said it is en-
riching uranium to 
60% fissile purity, 
a big step towards 

weapons-grade 
from the 20% it 
had previously 

achieved

Iran has breached many of 
the deal’s restrictions on 

its nuclear activities in re-
sponse to the US withdrawal 

and reimposition of sanc-
tions against Tehran under 
President Donald Trump.

Queen Elizabeth stands alone to bid 
farewell to her ‘strength’ Philip
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New understanding
Iran claims to have found ways to revive the 2015 nuclear deal in Vienna

• To start drafting a 
text outlining the accord 

• Admits serious 
disagreements remains 

• Iran also claims to 
have identified a suspect 
behind Natanz explosion

TDT | agencies 

Iran yesterday claimed to 
have reached a “new un-
derstanding” for reviving 

the nuclear deal abandoned by 
Washington three years ago. 

World powers “should soon 
start drafting a text outlining 

how they restore the accord,” 
Abbas Araghchi, Iran’s chief 
negotiator at nuclear talks in 
Vienna, said. 

“A new understanding ap-
pears to be emerging, and there 
is a common ground between 
the parties on the ultimate goal,” 

Abbas Araqchi told state media. 
“But the path ahead is not an 
easy one, and there are some 
serious disagreements.”

“The drafting of the text can 
begin now, and the Iranian del-
egation has prepared and pre-
sented its text on the nuclear 

sphere and the lifting of sanc-
tions,” Araghchi added.

Earlier in the day, China’s en-
voy to the negotiations said they 
will continue and all remaining 
parts to the accord had agreed 
to accelerate work on issues, 
including which sanctions the 
United States would lift.

Too early
US President Joe Biden said 

Friday it was too early to know 
whether indirect talks under-
way with Iran would succeed.

Biden said the United States 
does “not think that it’s at all 
helpful” that Iran this week 
ramped up uranium enrich-
ment, a move taken in response 
to sabotage on a nuclear facility 
believed to have been carried 
out by Israel.

“We are nonetheless pleased 
that Iran has continued to agree 
to engage in discussions,” Biden 
said at a joint news conference 
with Japanese Prime Minister 
Yoshihide Suga.

The development also comes 
as Iran claims to have identified 
a man it wants to arrest in con-
nection with a recent explosion 
and power outage at its main 
Natanz nuclear plant. 

“Reza Karimi, the perpetra-
tor of this sabotage... has been 
identified” by Iran’s intelligence 
ministry, state TV said. It said the 
suspect had fled Iran before last 
Sunday’s blast. The television 
showed what it said was a pho-
tograph of the suspected per-
petrator on a red card that had 
“Interpol Wanted” written on 
it. The card listed his age as 43.

COVID-19 
violations: 
Four mosques 
closed
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Bahrain book berth 
in FIBA Esports finals
Bahrainis defeat coun-
terparts from Kuwait in 
best-of-three semi-finals 
to advance to champi-
onship series in online 
basketball tournament
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